
Something I have been 
wanting to do for years now, 
is fit an ECU to an old car. 
That was ever since I read 
an article in an English magazine describing how one was fitted to a TR6. That was about 
twenty years ago and since that time the conversion has become common place. So it’s 
not a new idea and many have been done, but as there are ten million stories in the naked 
city this is just mine. An excellent article on this by  Brian Richards can be read at http://
www.tr-register.com.au/Files/technical/efi.htm. Still, I thought of it as a chance to learn all 
about the processes used in modern computerised tuning. Well as that famous cook book 
says, first choose.. err, your car. Being a Triumph person from way back and not being 
able to justify  the cost of a TR6, I decided on the next best thing - a 2500TC. These cars 
can be acquired at reasonably low prices locally, so are somewhat of a bargain classic. 
They have the same basic engine as a TR6. I picked one up in South Australia that had 
lived in the desert, so it was rust free and had been ‘S’ erfied. The engine was a bit down 
on power, but that was OK as that was the department I was looking to work on with this 
project, not the body work. I drove it back the 1,2444km to Gippsland where I live with no 
trouble, well some of the hills were a bit of a problem, but it chugged along and made it.  
When I got the car home I discovered that one of the twin SU carb jets was screwed up 
tight, so you could say it got me the distance on just one. Later when I removed the motor 
from the car, I found that the intake manifold was leaking through the gasket. I probably 
could have fitted new rings, bearings and a timing chain to get a serviceable engine, but 
that’s another story.

The next choice was what ECU to use. It was off to the Inter-web to see what was 
available. You type in ‘Aftermarket ECU’ and there is a stack to choose from, ranging from 
around $800.00 to $2,800.00+. Some will do the fueling and the ignition, some will do only 
the ignition or only the fuel. Some are fully  sequential and some are semi-sequential. 
There is a popular choice that comes in a kit you have to assemble yourself. Now you will 
be totally confused like I was. So I kept on searching because I found that the price did not 
necessarily equate to the features offered 
or the ease of tuning/mapping the unit in 
the garage at home.  In computer search 
engine terms, I went deep  and on about 
the 10th page, after changing the search 
term a couple of times I found http://
www.canems.co.uk. This is a neat looking 
unit in a waterproof case that would allow it 
to be mounted in the engine bay. It looks 
like the ones used on modern mass 
produced cars. It has wasted spark straight 
out of the box, no separate coil drivers 
needed, sequential injection for four 
cylinders and semi sequential for up to 8. It 
features programming from a laptop 
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computer with a comms port, two switchable tuning maps that can give you performance 
tuning or economy tuning at the flick of a switch and potential dual fuel. There are 41 
separate features that I won’t list here, but they can be downloaded with the instruction 
manual from their web site. Perhaps the biggest attraction for me to this product was the 
price at around half the price of similar featured units available locally. It would have been 
great to purchase one of the Australian produced units, but the project did not justify the 
expense. Of course ordering stuff from OS is always a risk, backup could have been non-
existent or the unit defective, necessitating an expensive, time consuming, cost recovery 
exercise. So far there has not been a problem; email backup, although slow, is readily 
available. I have sent off several questions to the man David, some of which I could have 
worked out by reading the manual again. He has patiently advised me to read page 22 
again and/or helped with special instructions. One example was the rewiring of the coil 
pack.  
Being a bit isolated in country Victoria and not knowing of anyone close that has 
undertaken this conversion, I do a lot of research on the internet.  The Internet however, is 
not necessarily  the place to find definite answers to 
questions about car mods and parts. I have found 
forums run by car clubs a great place for confusion. No 
ever seems to address the questions asked directly, 
mostly  giving disparate opinions of the ‘yeah, this is 
what I done to my ECU and the diff fell out’ kind.
Now that the decision on the ECU was made, it was 
time to gather the bits and pieces to go with the 
installation. The Canems unit doesn’t use a MAF (Mass 
air flow), relying instead on the TPS (throttle position 
sensor) and the MAP (Mass air pressure) sensor to 
control the engine along with the VR (variable 
reluctance) to find top dead centre. The VR sensor can 
be triggered with a 36-1 trigger wheel, a 60-2 or a 
44-2-2. These wheels are simply a steel wheel with, in 
the case of the 36-1, 35 teeth and one gap. I opted for 
the 36-1 wheel. To achieve this I purchased a new 
harmonic balance wheel and got a local engineer to cut 
the teeth. Although an excellent neat job, the missing 
tooth was not in the requested place. He cut the wheel 
back the front. However, this didn’t matter as the 
Canems program sets the missing tooth where ever you 
want it. In this case it was 2700 BTDC.  

The next thing I needed was a throttle body. It is 
possible to use the Triumph Injection manifolds in this 
conversion, which is what you would do if you are 
converting an already injected TR6. You can go with the 
existing 6 butterfly set up or remove the butterflies and 
use a single throttle body.  I decided to keep the existing 
inlet manifold, adding tubes for the injectors and an air 
box for the throttle body. The accelerator cable was 
easy enough. The car already  uses a cable, so I 
shortened the outer and replaced the inner cable with 
one I purchased from a push bike shop. These cables 
are a little thicker than the original and come with the 
cylindrical knob on the end for the princely sum of 
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$5.00.

Then it was off to the local wreckers. I purchased 
all the bits for a VN/PQ Commodore. Deciding on 
this model was simply because there are a lot of 
them out there. These models have a 3.8 litre V6 
motor. Specifying a VN pump which is external, I 
also got the full wiring harness, full inlet manifold 
with throttle body, injectors, coil pack with the leads 
and the oxygen sensor. I was thinking of reusing 
the wiring harness but found the translating to the 
Canems wiring just became too confusing, so I 
purchased a semi-complete harness from Canems. 
This comes with the plug for the ECU wired, and all 
the colour coded wiring to suit. The idle valve on 
the throttle body was not compatible with the 
Canems ECU, so I acquired a Bosch one from a 
SAAB and adapted it. The air temp sensor was 
also not present; I think it’s found in the air cleaner 
box in the Commodores. The temperature sensor 
was there and usable. Although an oxygen sensor 
came with the commodore stuff, I have used a 
three wire (heated) one from the SAAB. For the 
$300 I paid, it may have been a better deal to just 
purchase a car, strip  the bits and then sell off the 
rest to the recycling man. 
Have you ever noticed that some of the people, 
well a lot of the people who work for these parts 
recycling companies, act like the previous 
customer kicked them in the balls and you are the 
one taking the blame. 
The inlet manifold was constructed using the 
flange that came with the Commodore inlet 
manifold, the bent part of the original inlet air box 
and a constructed steel box. This was a cost 
effective solution, the only significant cost was 
getting the injector tubes welded in.  I made a 
wooden jig using round dowels in place of the 
injectors to hold the tubes in place whilst they  were being welded. This looked similar to 
the finished fuel rail and injectors. which I made with steel tubing purchased from a 
hardware shop  and braised together. Unfortunately I never thought to photograph this. The 
injectors were well clogged with a waxy substance but cleaned up  well. New seals and 
injector end filters were purchased from http://www.efihardware.com. This company is in 
Melbourne and are recommended for the friendly  service and advice supplied throughout 
the project.
Whilst I was sorting out all the parts, I phoned Barry and organised a rebuilder engine. I 
chose a local engine rebuilder who rebuilds race (drag race) engines. This was a dubious 
choice as he took a year to complete the work.  And of course the rebuild got right out of 
hand. I’ve ended up with 2.7 liters, Mazda pistons, a new TR6 Wade cam together with full 
balance and new timing chain, valves, springs and rockers, but the trouble didn’t end 
there. The extractors I purchased from a chap  in Sydney simply did not fit around the 
power steering. I have therefore ended up with a TR6 manifold and a modified pipe system 
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that joins into one 60mm pipe to get past the auto 
transmission (yes I am keeping the auto), then it 
will have dual exhausts from the back of the auto 
to the rear. This necessitated cutting a hole in one 
of the chassis members, fitting in a liner and a 
hanger bracket. This may be replaced by a Stag 
cross-member when the rear end is gone. The 
exhaust dramas took another 8 or 9 months to 
sort out, so at that stage I was hoping to live long 
enough to get it all working.

Next came the installation of the motor and the 
wiring of the ECU. Although I had the option of 
placing the ECU in the engine bay, I decided to 
tuck the unit under the passenger side dash, out of 
sight. The only disadvantage to this was you can’t 
see the warning light. Wiring the ECU was quite a 
simple process using the part finished loom from 
Canems because each colour coded wire only 
does one job. I would highly recommend the 
purchase of this loom. My original idea was to re-
configure the loom from the wreckers, but this 
quickly  became just too confusing. The only real 
problem I had with the wiring was with a plug I 
purchased from a well known car parts supplier. 
When I pushed the two sides together one 
connector pushed its corresponding side out of the 
plug resulting in no power to the idle valve. The 
pump was located in the boot and secured on a 
sheet of steel that in turn is screwed to the floor 
using mini rubber mounts and three existing holes. 
I manufactured a surge tank from a MAPP gas 
cylinder. An additional return-to-tank pipe was 
needed for the pressure valve. For this I used the 
same high pressure nylon material used on the car 
originally, but increased the size to 10mm. You will 
see from the picture, I have relocated the 
windscreen washer bottle to the front of the car 
and fitted in its place an alloy  board on which is 
mounted the main relay, a relay for the ECU 
triggered fan, the fuses for the system and an 
inertia switch cut-out for the pump. The battery/s 
were moved to the boot using heavy duty cables 
sourced from a welding supplier. They are those 
specified for a Harley Davidson. Each one gives 
the same CCA as the original battery specified for 
the car. They are no maintenance gel-type, so 
they can be mounted in boxes in the boot and are 
about the same price as a good standard battery.

Now we are getting to the pointy  end - turning on the ECU. The laptop  computer is 
plugged in and the ignition turned on. The ECU talks to the computer and we are ready for 
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the basic setup. This involves 
u p l o a d i n g t h e s a m p l e m a p s , 
calibrating the TPS, selecting the bar 
setting for the MAP you are using, and 
setting the crank angle for the crank 
sensor so it can find TDC. Then you 
can try  a start. With my neighbor 
watching the oil pressure gauge I have 
installed on the block, I give it a crank. 
Crank, crank, crank, splutter, splutter, 
it starts idling roughly and stalls if you 
try to accelerate.  What’s the oil 
pressure Frank? Good you’ve got 
80psi. “Phew!” The motor is turned off. 
After an investigation of the pressure 
release valve, I find a previous keeper 
has placed two washers under the 
spring. When these are removed we 
get a 60psi reading. With a bit more fettling of the settings, cranking, idle valve, primary 
pulse and injector resolution, I get a steady idle and a willingness to rev to 3000. The only 
criticism I would make of the Canems ECU is that although the manual supplied is 
comprehensive, it is not really sequential with the tuning program. Now I have to give it a 
good clean up  and take it to the muffler man for the dual exhausts. After that a thorough 
investigation of all the 252 fueling and ignition sites is needed. I am hoping for at least 
150bhp, but it might be a while before it can be measured as the local owners of rolling 
roads are quoting $1,000.00 a day minimum charge.
(Copyright Bernard Doherty 2013)
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